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2021 HIGHLIGHTS

It’s been quite the year for Magnum Logistics! We have added 
four new employees and are currently looking for three more. 

The team has been through a lot with the transition of software, 
as well as managing the current carrier capacity crunch out 

there. We are very thankful for our team members and what they 
continue to accomplish to help make Magnum Logistics a success. 

They truly make Magnum a great place to work! 

One highlight from 2021 is our new software conversion! This 
includes establishing a better process for tracking customer 

loads. The new software has provided seamless tracking through 
ELD, and has given our customers the updates they are looking 

for in a timely manner!

We have also developed a Customer Expedite team who works 
hard to get customer shipments there fast. We use team drivers to 
keep the truck moving non-stop to the customer’s delivery point. 
We have also established a new branch to Magnum Logistics - 

The Carrier Development Team! This branch will help our partner 
carriers get the loads they are looking for as well as giving our 

customers a competitive rate with consistent coverage.

LEARN MORE ABOUT LOGISTICS

With market conditions the way they are today, Magnum Logistics is another part of the Magnum team that helps customers receive their 
shipments in a timely fashion. With driver shortages across the country, we play an even bigger role in providing the type of service our 

customers need. Our team is dedicated to serving our customers as well as our third-party carriers. Our goals are to provide efficient customer-
focused supply chain network solutions, and finding the right carriers for the right lanes with the consistency the customer and the carrier expect.
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MEET THE LOGISTICS TEAM!
We have the some of the best dedicated employees here on our 
team. Each plays an integral role in our operations and we could not 
be successful without them! First, we have David Lybeck, an Account 
Manager on our Logistics team who’s been at Magnum for six years. 
Dave keeps the deer population down in Metro parks - don’t ask!

Next is Joyce Noe – a Customer Service Specialist on Magnum’s 
Logistics team. Joyce schedules and maintains customer relationships. 
Random fact about Joyce – she loves the ocean!

Heather Adcox is a part of our Carrier Sales team – she’s a jack of 
all trades! Fun fact – Heather loves ziplining through the rain forest!

Kristin Pennie is a Customer Service Specialist who schedules loads 
and updates customers. Kristin’s fun fact is she loves to kayak and 
hike in the mountains!

Ben Bell is our Carrier Sourcing Manager. He finds capacity for our 
logistics loads! Here’s a doozy for you – Ben’s family legend has it 
that they’re related to Davy Crockett.

Bridget Atwood is in Carrier Sales, and she makes freight move! Her 
first two broken bones were from her parent falling on her - yikes!

Next is Zack Dahl, an Account Manager who adds business and 
helps freight flow by watching market conditions and adjusting 
accordingly. Zack is the go-to point of contact for Logistics when Nick 
is out. Fun fact – Zack enjoys golfing and snowboarding!

Brad Devig is in Track and Trace - he keeps customers updated in a 
timely fashion. Brad loves spending his free time with his family!

Rebekah Walvatne is on our Carrier Sales team! Rebekah gets 
carriers the loads they need to keep moving. Ask her about the 
animals she rescues!

Last, we have Nick Dahlen as our Logistics Operations Manager - 
he helps others by encouraging strategic thinking, innovation, and 
action. Nick is the last of seven kids in his family!

Magnum is proud to be a member of Women in Trucking 
Association - an organization dedicated to addressing 

obstacles that may prevent women from entering or 
succeeding in the trucking industry!

If you are interested in learning more about this organization 
or becoming involved as an associate member, contact us at 
marketing@magnumlog.com and we will get you signed up!

Looking for some new Magnum gear? 
Visit our store, rambow.com/magnum. 
To set up an account, email 
marketing@magnumlog.com.

L to R: Nick, Kristin, Zack, Bridget, Rebekah, David, Heather, Brad, Ben and Joyce.


